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Poster Assignment

The First task within this module is to create a Poster detailing 3 key issues in the world if
Educational ICT and to discuss how these are affecting "Freedom and Constraint". In
addition, discussion should refer to learning theory and pedagogy.

Contents

1. Poster Issue 1
2. Poster Issue 2
3. Poster Issue 3
4. Definitions of Terms
5. References
How has education reacted to the introduction of Information or Learning Technologies?
Where did it start and what has influenced the development of pedagogy and resources?

Issue 1:

The challenges of rapidly developing computer technologies.

Links to Issue 2 / Issue 3 / Definitions

How has the rapidly evolving world of Technology affected the world of education in terms
of freedom and constraint? The discussion here will focus on the developments in computer
and networking technologies when viewed against trends in learning theory:

Development of, and competition in "computer technologies"
Initial take up of equipment constrained by cost until the introduction of grant
schemes from a number of sources (DES, DoI) throughout the 1980's (Collins et
al1 1997:18; Boyd-Barrett2 1990:8)
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Department for Industry "Micros in schools" grants helped overcome this to an
extent. (Collins et al3 1997:18; Boyd -Barrett4 1990:8)
Grant funding freed schools to purchase equipment

Hardware functionality initially constrained schools to teaching basic Computer
science - (Collins et al5 1997:12)
Lack of guidance from the Government in defining a specification for educational
machines may have prevented a standardised approach and therefore limited
development & support. (Boyd -Barrett6 1990: 15)
Demand for more Vocational oriented learning, which required Content free
software solutions. (Collins et al7 1997:13)

[It can be argued that the first hardware and it's associated limits of functionality
constrained teachers to the Instructional paradigm (Collins et al8 1997: 16). The
introduction of content free solutions freed teachers and students to adopt less
passive learning and a more situated approach, where the tasks had to be
completed as if the student were working in an office environment. ]

1980's - Proliferation of manufacturers caused a problem with two major
educational players (Research Machines and Acorn) not being used in business limiting consumer base, and restricting software development. (Boyd-Barrett9
1990: 15)
Many schools bought into the Educational suppliers products - constraining
choice of software, but, conversely , from my experience; providing access to
much higher quality resources.
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1990's - Constant increases in speed and power, the continuing development of
media (CD ROM / DVD / Video on demand) coupled with decreasing cost, I
believe freed schools to diversify away from Educational machines (Collins et al10
1997: 22).
Late 1990's - Research Machines move to Industry standard equipment - and
retain their position in the education field. Schools which stuck with RM
equipment are now freed to purchase Industry standard software solutions.
Acorn computers effectively disappear.
Access to more and cheaper peripherals (Laser printers / scanners / graphics
tablets / digital cameras / video cameras) encourage more creative approaches
to learning. (Personal experience)

[I theorise that the introduction of multimedia hardware (CDROM) and associated
software freed teachers to move even further away from the Instructional paradigm
of learning and begin exploring the Revelatory and conjectural approaches. The
hardware enabled suitable software and equipment to be used to target the
different types of learner, as expounded by Gardner's (Multiple Intelligences) and
Lave's (Learning styles) research. I will discuss this in more detail later]

Late 1990's - early 2000. I would argue that the improvements in technology for
networking, coupled with the governments National Grid for Learning (NGfL)
initiative (and funding) have had the greatest impact in the past few years - see
next section (Leask & Pachler 12 1999:210).
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Development of networking technologies

The following draws largely on my own experience:

Initial systems were stand -alone. Data was backed up and shared via tape.
The earliest form of networking was know as sneaker net in American parlance.
Involved copying data onto tape / disk on one computer and then carrying the
disk to another computer for output purposes.

Modems were developed (earlier than most users were ready for) that would
have enabled a telephone based network to exist. They were ahead of their time
and mostly gathered dust in cupboards (Collins et al11 1997: 18)
1994 - Tim Berners-Lee develops the first model for the internet. Office networks
are developed that utilise coaxial cable, allowing file and print sharing.
Universities pioneer use of internet-type connectivity with JANET.
Internet connectivity bandwidth has increased from 56Kb/s in the mid 1990's to
2MB+ today (home and school). Much greater speeds are available through
SONET connections.
Schools constrained by connection costs and lack of site wide connectivity only one or two machines have internet access.

Since 1994 - networking technologies have developed in parallel with hardware.
Speeds have increased from 10Mb/s to 1Gb/s+ in just 4 or 5 years, impacting on
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both administration and pedagogy.
Most schools now run some sort of network freeing them to operate Networked
ILS, VLE and MLE.
Most schools (98% - DfES figure 2002) now have Internet connectivity.
Government funding for Broadband (NGfL) allows many schools to purchase
higher bandwidth lines and subscription services.
Higher bandwidth connectivity frees schools to start experimenting with
Videoconferencing and Web-based learning. (eg. Online Latin course run at my
school in association with Cambridge University)

Discussion of Learning Theories

There is much published on the effect of ICT on learning. Pachler identifies a
'paradigm shift':

"fundamental changes to the role of the teacher are taking place, in John
Higgins' terms, from 'magister' (instructor) to 'pedagogue' (facilitator of pupil
learning)"
(Higgins 1998 in Pachler & Leask13 1999:7)

The context suggests that ICT is responsible for this change but I would argue
that this is difficult to prove. It may be that ICT has helped to accelerate
change but it would be very difficult to prove it to be solely responsible. The
change could equally be down to better understanding of learning theory and
a change of focus in Initial Teacher Training. I do believe, personally, that ICT
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has enabled teachers to move away from the Instructional paradigm (the
paradigm shift referred to by Pachler) to more revelatory and conjectural and
even emancipatory learning.

Within the context of hardware - it is difficult to discuss learning theory
specifically, as much pedagogical development comes from the software tools
side of the coin. I will attempt to explore this issue more fully in the next two
sections.

Poster Issue 2
Issue 2: The effect on Learning of Educational Software development.

Links to Issue 1 / Issue 3 / Definitions

Early days (1980)

When the Micros in Schools programme was in its early days the main focus of
learning was on the mechanics of computing, which I believe severely
constrained early pedagogical development. (Collins et al 14 1997:12/13)

[As already mentioned, the pedagogy of early computer science was based on the
instructional paradigm with students being shown and repeating tasks.]

This was soon determined to be unsatisfactory.

A disastrous effect on gender balance began to be seen - girls not taking up
places.
The desired vocational benefits weren't achieved (Collins et al15 1997: 13)
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Early educational software solutions were often developed by keen teachers and
tended to be amateurish. (personal reflection)

Software development moved away from computer science and into repeat and
drill or drill and practise type applications. (Collins et al 16 1997: 13 / 16)
Many packages were determined to be poor quality -( view sample review )
Development was constrained so severely that in the 1980s it was actually
being questioned as to whether there was a market (Boyd -Barrett & Scanlon17
1990: 19) .
Much of it was lamented as being too teacher centred, constraining flexibility in
pedagogy (Collins et al18 1997: 13)
Much was believed to be too difficult to use constraining teachers b y
discouraging them from using it. (Boyd-Barrett & Scanlon19 1990: 5)

[Collins point that much early software was too "teacher centred" is a subjective
view I believe. Again, this suggests an Instructional approach. From my own
experience, as with all tools, the nature of the experience is determined by the
character and experience of the teacher. During my O' level computer studies in
the mid 1980's we were encouraged to explore the software ourselves, even if it
was written for teachers - a much more revelatory / discovery based way of
learning. In the Interactionist sense - the focus was to what use the teacher and
learners put the software and what the outcomes would be. (Collins et al20 1997:
18). At this stage there was no thought given to styles or types of learning or
whether the experience was situated. It was too new and too Novel! It provided the
learner with a sense of freedom in discovery and a willingness to learn
SID: 0165366/1
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independently and solve problems as they occurred. In this sense alone, I feel it
was a successful exercise.]

A heavy focus on content-free software was developed at the end of the 1980s
with schools developing use of office type applications which allowed freedom for
the student to develop vocational skills and the teacher freedom to develop their
schemes to meet their needs. (Collins et al21 1997: 15; Boyd-Barrett & Scanlon22
1990: 19 )

[The introduction of "Office type" or "Vocational" applications like Word processors
and spreadsheets allowed both teachers and students to experience a "Situated"
style of learning and move away from the Instructional style of skill and drill. This
style, expounded by Lave, argues that learning is a result of the context or situation
in which it takes place. Collins cites a criticism of Behaviourist theory by suggesting
that there is a danger of incorrect learning propagating through a student group
(Collins et al23 1997: 14). I would argue that this can take place in any learning
environment, including an Instructional approach.]
Up to date

Early 1990's sees the introduction of the CD ROM
A proliferation of software titles is seen. Many are American. (Collins et al24
1997: 23)
Fewer teachers invest time in developing software for the Acorn platform as
commercial options become available (Collins et al25 1997: 23)
DfEE put funds into schools for purchasing multimedia (Collins et al 26 1997: 22)
Quality of resources is variable leading to development of groups like TEEM
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(Teachers Evaluating Educational Multimedia)
BESA (British Educational Software Association) develop a database - now
searchable on the internet.

[Some teachers in the 1990s held on to obsolete hardware, simply because of the
software they could run. It was effective, simple to use and, in many cases, not
replaceable. ((Boyd-Barrett & Scanlon27 1990: 15)]

Late 1990's sees the Internet providing similar high quality multimedia resources
to CD ROM promoted investment in the development of Revelatory learning.
Simulation type software (crocodile clips) encourages the conjectural learning
approach.
Development of Integrated Learning Systems and Managed or Virtual Learning
Environments allow, I suggest, learners to explore learning through a hybrid of
Instructional and Revelatory approaches.

[Behaviourist approaches tend to fall in to the instructional paradigm (Pachler &
Leask 28 1999: 8) and can:

"potentially create a passive mentality which seeks only the right answers"
(Bonnett 1997: in Pachler & Leask29 1999: 8)

However, self-guided and independent learning suggests a more revelatory or
interactionist approach. Pachler & Leask argue that such hybrids are proving
difficult to develop in several ways. I disagree and believe the systems my students
use successfully draw together the ability to learn through discovery and to
develop what is learnt through drill and practice. I do concede, however, that the
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individualisation offered by these systems is less sophisticated than it seems.
(Pachler and Leask30 1999: 8)]

In Issue three I will discuss Learning theory more specifically and how it is being
used in ICT pedagogy.
Issue 3: Catering for Learner diversity.

Links to Issue 1 / Issue 2 / Definitions

Many Learning theories exist, some of which have been touched upon in the last two issues.
In this section the focus will be on critiquing some of these issues as they relate to learning
with ICT.

Learning Paradigms

A paradigm is defined as 'a pattern, example or
model' by the Oxford English Dictionary.
Instructional - Instructional dialogue approach or
skill and drill.
Break the task down into specific sub tasks
each with their own objectives, etc. (Collins et al
31

1997: 16)
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Revelatory - Learning by Discovery
Learning matter and underlying theory gradually
revealed to the learner.
Conjectural - Learner collaboration
Learning through problem oriented / experiential
tasks.
Emancipatory - Relief of mental drudgery
Use of the computer as a slave to relieve
tedium.

[As generally accepted models, or paradigms of
practice, these issues are not really debatable.
However, is the emancipatory paradigm a learning
model, in truth? A tool used for relieving tedium is
useful, it may release time for learning, but does it
actively result in learning. Collins debates the issue
of authentic and inauthentic learning. (Collins et al
32

1997: 17) But in the text the discussion is of

whether the labour saved impedes or clutters up the
learning process - not in how the paradigm, itself,
results in learning]

Learning Theories
Two main schools of thought are evident in the literature.
Behaviourist - passive learner, formal learning styles (Pachler & Leask 33 1999:
SID: 0165366/1
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7) seems to use the Instructional paradigm.
Interactionist / cognitive / humanist / progressive - learni ng as discovery, active
learners and informal learning style. (MacGilchrist et al 1997 in Pachler &
Leask

34

1999: 7) perhaps more focused on the revelatory and conjectural

paradigms.

Behaviourist Theory
Repeated exposure to the same material is beneficial to learning (Warschauer
1996 in Pachler & Leask 35 1999: 8)
Computers ideal for carrying out repeated drills (Warschauer 1996 in Pachler &
Leask 36 1999: 8)
Computers can present such material on an individualised basis (Warschauer
1996 in Pachler & Leask 37 1999: 8)

[These opinions invite some debate. Repeated exposure to the same material is
going to beneficial to some students, yes - but to all? This is a quite magnificent
generalisation. Some students will be unable to work with material on effort 1 and
repeated exposure may only reinforce their lack of understanding, let alone
damage their morale and motivation. It is true that computers don't get bored and
are good for repeated drills but the third comment is, I believe, untrue. No computer
program will be able to cater for the needs of every student. You can program a
series of responses based on normal distributions of ability, etc - but the human
machine is too complex for a simple binary program to respond to. What they can
do is cater for some diversity in learning and manage a small amount of
differentiation.]
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Interactionist Theory
Cognitive theories see learner as active, not passive (Pachler & Leask 38 1999:
9)
Two main schools
1) Information processing - explains learning as a system reliant on rules and
models of behaviour (Pachler & Leask 39 1999: 9)
Multiple Intelligences, as researched by Howard Gardner, suggest learners
can develop 7 (now 8) forms of intelligence. (Pachler & Leask
Mitchell

41

40

1999: 9,

2001)

Linguistic, Logical-mathematical, spatial, musical, bodily-kinaesthetic,
interpersonal, intrapersonal and naturalist (Mitchell 42 2001)

[These learning styles, linked to split brain theory are generally accepted. From
my experience you can clearly see students who have high levels in one even if
they are very low in another area. A classic example would be the student who
has real difficulty with language (linguistic), but is exceptional at art or craft (a
combination of spatial and bodily-kinaesthetic).]

2) Constructivist - concerned with personal experience and construction of
understanding through experience. (Pachler & Leask 44 1999: 9)
Piaget suggested cognitive development was a process of maturation. A
balance between what is know and what is being experienced is developed.
(Williams & Burden 1997 in Pachler & Leask
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Piaget sees children as builders of their own intellectual structures, developed
through experience and exposure to environments and processes. (Papert 46
1993: 7)
Content free software (Word processors, etc) fall into the cognitive model
(Pachler and Leask 47 1999: 11)

[I am happy with the idea of cognitive development as it reflects how we know
children learn, say, their own language. I do disagree with Papert's statement:

"If you wish to learn to speak French, he argues, you go to France"
(Papert 48 1993: 6)

This suggests that this is the only way of learning. It denies the plausibility of the
Instructional model, developing literacy through drill and practice and learning
rules of grammar. Full immersion can be a successful model, but again it won't be
suitable for everyone. Someone with a low degree of Linguistic intelligence may
struggle for years in a full immersion, Papert style environment and still not
progress.]
Learning Styles are a cognitive model that have been investigated by several
researchers. (Kolb, Ellis 1994, Reid 1987)

Visual learners (reading / studying charts)
Auditory learners (listening to lectures / audio tapes)
Kinaesthetic learners (physical responses)
Tactile learners (hands-on learning)
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Willing 1987 suggests a slightly different model

Concrete / analytical / communicative / authority oriented (Ellis 1994 in:
Pachler & Leask 49 1999: 12)

[Again, my experience demonstrates that students do, indeed have preferred
styles of learning. Action research into this issue in my school shows a definite
motivating and apparent benefit (not yet quantified) from students recognising
their own learning style and teachers catering for it. It could be argued that
multimedia ICT has really helped to diversify learning approaches to cater for
their pupils preferred styles. As Pachler says:

"New technologies offer one of many possibilities to provide varied learning
opportunities"
(Pachler & Leask 50 1999: 12)]

And Finally..

Situated Learning - another cognitive model

Knowledge is situated, being in part a product of the activity, context, and
culture in which it is developed and used (Lave in :Seely-Brown

51

1989)

Social interaction - where learners are part of a community of learning
They start as beginners and end up as experts or 'oldtimers'

[Again this cognitive model sits comfortably with my own experience. Many
students do benefit from the prior learning of their peers and draw on Social
SID: 0165366/1
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interaction to help develop their own learning. I would argue, though, that this
depends on the inter and intra-relational skills of the student. Like group
dynamics, there are leaders and followers - my conjecture is that some students
don't have sufficient social skills to ever be an Oldtimer in a socially responsive
sense, even if they do develop understanding.]
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Task 2
Presentation
Slide 1

ICT: Freedom &
Constraint
A l ook to th e future
by
Paul Norman
Slide 2

The Task

§

“Make a
presentati on,
predicting the
possible directions
for future l earning
and pedagogy bas ed
on c omputer
technolog y.”
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Slide 3

Som e Issues to Consider
§
§
§
§

W hat do the “e xperts”
think t he fut ure of
education and techno lo gy
is ?
W hat is the current
direction of educationa l
change?
W hat are the governme nt
saying abo ut t he fut ure?
W hat do I thi nk?

The Future?

Slide 4

The E xperts’ View
§
§
§
§
§

We will see more “Lear ning
Communities” (Heppel, S i n Re vell, P
2002) –
Teache rs need to be ab le to s hare t heir
practice, re flec tive ly ( Heppel, S i n Reve ll,
P 2002)
Schools will ha ve s maller g roup work
areas – IC T eq uipped (Dudek, M in
Reve ll, P 2002)
Learning will be more “lea r ner focused ”
(DfES in Mo rris, E 2002)
Teache rs will not be re ndered obso lete.
(Cooper, B in Re ve ll, P 2002)
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Slide 5

The Experts’ View - cr itique
§
§
§

§

Learning c om m unities bas ed around tec hnologi es like the Internet a nd Thin k.c om are
already pro pagati ng rapid ly. A fa irly s afe pred ic tion – it woul d be m ore helpf ul to
predic t the m ain s ys tems of learning that will de velop to s upport thos e c om m unities .
Teac hers s haring prac tic e reflec tively is an im portant need a nd is being addres s ed by
projec ts like SEEVEAZ (Sout h Eas t of England Virtu al Educ ation Ac tion Zon e).
Learning m ay well be m ore learner foc us ed – from the literat ure there is a general
c ons ens us that the rec ognition of preferred le arning s tyl es and the ex perient ial s tyles
of learnin g have a lot t o offer. But th ere will a lways be a plac e for i ns truc tional,
behavio uris t approac hes with s om e s tudents reac ting well to s kill an d dril l exerc is es .
A s ituated a pproac h with s kills and knowledge learned in c ontext, c ogn itive ly,
c om bined with res ourc es and ac tivities different iated b y learn ing s tyle pr eferenc e is
m y predic tion for future s uc c ess ful m odels .
I do n’t be liev e teac hers will be obs olete, the s oc ial interac tionis t deb ate abo ut the
value of the s oc ial exper ienc e is key here. The hum an touc h is needed , at leas t by
younger s tudents . At adult leve l – perh aps les s s o, but not in m y experienc e.

Slide 6

The Experts’ View (cont..)
§
§
§
§

Life long learning is the norm – thi s depends on social issues other
than technologies. Government fundi ng i s a key issue, as shown
by the Indi vidual Learning Account debacle.
Distance learning widespread - virtual universities – These al ready
exist and look set to continue, i n my opinion. Anytime, Anywhere
Learning is bei ng promoted by Government and Business ali ke.
Expert systems surpass human learni ng and logic abilities Real time language translation f or print and voice – al ready
happeni ng

§ Cochrane & Pearson 1994
SID: 0165366/1
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Slide 7

The Experts’ View (cont..)
§
§
§
§
§
§

Broadband net worked e lectro nic libraries – again, this is s tarting to happen
wi th m any m useum s and Libraries putting inform ation and texts online.
Nat ura l lang uage ho me informa tion ret rieval a nd interac tion
Very i nte llige nt k no wledge p ursuit a nd co ns ultatio n
Systems to unde rsta nd te xt a nd drawi ngs (eg pate nt informatio n)
Sublimina l lear ning – A very controve rsial prediction – will we welcom e this
type of psychological programm ing – ho w will it be regulated and m onitored?
Machi ne use o f huma n memorising , recog nising, lear ni ng

§ Cochrane & Pearson 1994
Slide 8

W here’s Education Going?
§
§
§
§
§To see Estelle Morris -Secretary

of State’s Speec h at BETT 2 00 2,
9th Ja nu ary 20 02 Li nk to:
http://www.d fes .go v. uk /s peec hes /in
dex .s html

SID: 0165366/1
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Recent c ha nges to 11-16
education as par t o f c ur riculum
2000 include rene wed focus o n
IC T.
Greater inves tme nt in IC T t hro ug h
Nationa l Grid fo r Lear ning .
Inves tme nt in staf f traini ng t hro ug h
New Opport unities F und.
Proposed cha nges to 14-16
education in t he Go ver nme nt
Green paper 2002 i nclude a
greater focus o n Vocationa l
education inc luding ICT.
Inc lusion of IC T as a ke y skill
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Slide 9

Governm ent Plans
§
§
§
§

§
§

As recent changes show and as current propos als (Green Paper 2002) sugges t, the Governm ent intend
to m ake ICT a centre piece in their review of the curriculum .
Developm ent of the firs t “Digital” curriculum in the world with “Curriculum Online”
DfES has inves ted £10, 000,000 in piloting the ideas for the s chool of the future.
Comm ents m ade by Es telle Morris , Secretary of S tate for Education at the BETT 2002 s how s ugges t
that ICT is at the forefront of their plans for revolutionising learning in the UK.
“I CT is our DNA, our I nternal combustion engine. I t is the trigger that can b ring about a revolution [in
teaching and learning]”
(Morris 2002)
There seem to be 2 foci Learning environm ents and Individualised Learning. As Morris says :
“I f we use I CT right it potentially ends that debate that every teacher has always, always wanted to teach
children as individuals and not groups”
(Morris 2002)
Other comm ents prom ote the idea of remote teachers – perhaps us ing videoconferencing and m ixing
learners into groups independent of age or ability, with ICT the tool to address the challenges of the new
ways of thinking

Slide 10

Governm ent Plans - cr itique
§
§
§
§
§
§

Generall y goo d, res earc h bac ked ideas , in m y opin ion.
High inves tm ent already generate d – but notabl y not prom is ed for the f uture – a vita l
fac tor in getting both ed uc ationalis ts and c om m erc ial interes ts to s tay on board.
Too high a f oc us on environm ents and the bo x end of the s c hool – too littl e on the
learner.
Des ire to m ix ages and abilit ies in non-trad itiona l groups is exc iting, b ut s lightl y
c ontrovers ial. W ill Parents s upport it?
Prom otion of Rem ote teac hing / s haring s killed prac titioners by v ideo c onferenc ing,
s ay, m ay be a s tealth way of d ealin g with s hortfalls in rec ruitm ent.
No jus tific ation of ide as through dis c us s ion of the res earc h is evident, althou gh ple nty
exis ts – but this is typic al of a foc us group led m anagem ent s truc ture ie. Governm ent!
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Slide 11

Other considerations
§
§
§
§

I ncreased f unding in online learning f rom public and commercial
concerns (Cisco, BBC, Microsof t) – I beli eve there i s a danger that
such large corporate enti ties may try to monopolise learni ng as
they have technol ogy.
Higher numbers of people investing in “Lifelong Learning”
Greater numbers of schools developing their own online resources
Rapid development and reduced cost of Broadband I nternet
access, both in homes and schools. – al ready evident

Slide 12

My Predictions
§
§
§
§
§

ICT will c ontinu e to be a m ajor foc us
within the c urric ulum
Broadband ac c es s will extend to all
s c hools with greatly i nc reas ed
PC/Internet rat ios .
Mo ney m ade av ailab le by the
governm ent will enc ourage m ore
s c hools to pilot and then us e on line
learning res ourc es
Greater ac c ess to Man aged Le arning
Environm ents will enc ourage
teac hers to explore diff erent
pedagogi es .
Learning wil l m ove away from
traditiona l teac her to c las s interac tion
and into “ In divi dualis ed” le arning.

SID: 0165366/1

The author showing a student how to
create a web page for an English
project on Macbeth.
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Slide 13

My predictions 2
§

§
§
A screenshot of the “Castle Acre”
resource developed by the author
and the History department for use
with year 7 classes.

§

Sc hools will develop m ore of the ir
own s pec ific res ourc es as training
im pac ts on teac her c onfidenc e
s upporting differe nt learn ing s tyles
and bas ed on Situa ted Learn ing
theory
Broadband ac c es s will inc reas e the
am ount of audio a nd vi deo bas ed
res ourc es both availa ble an d
ac c es s ed.
Online tes ting and exam ining wil l
revolutio nis e the ex am ination
s ys tem .
Opt out will allow s c hools to m ix
s tudents in m ixed age groups with
m ore independent learnin g s ys tems .

Slide 14

My predictions 3
§
§
§
§

Inc reas ed inves tm ent from bus ines s
will res ult in m ore Ac adem y s tyle
program s like the Cis c o m odel.
Inc reas ed inves tm ent and withdrawal
of s m all players will m ean a m ore
c ontrolled (c om m erc ially) Int ernet.
More s tudents will ac c ess online and
rem ote learning program s , pus hing
inves tm ent up.
Broadband will e nc ourage greater
us e of teac her / expert s haring via
videoc onferenc ing a nd will h elp
s upport c ognitive /d is c overy bas ed
learning.
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A Cisco Networking Academy
student carries out a practical wiring
task.
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My Predictions 4
§
§
§
§

More vide o bas ed tec hnolog y will b e
us ed in s c hools – web c am s / video
c onferenc ing / video editin g.
Fas ter, m em ory ric h s ys tems will
allow s c hools to provide large am ount
of s torage to s tudents enc ouraging
m ultim edia projec ts to proliferate.
Fas ter Networking (c at7 fibre optic s )
will enc ourage us e of s tream ing audio
and vide o as well as video
c onferenc ing / tutoring t o the des ktop

§

§

Cheaper, m ore readily a vail able
peripherals will enc ourage greater
us e of digital im agery and video

Bluetooth an d other wireles s
tec hnologies , c om bined with PC
tablets and han dheld u nits will
ac c elerate Any tim e, Any where
learning – havi ng a pers onal
c om puter at sc hool will be s im ilar to
having a pers onal m obile p hone, n ow.
Cheaper, fas ter broadband
tec hnology will enc ourage m ore
learning c om m unities , foc us ed on a
m ain s c hool with loc al prim aries and
c omm unities groups as learning
branc hes .

Slide 16

My predictions 5
§
§
§
§

Elec tronic s ys tems will im prove
workload is s ues for teac hers
Elec tronic regis tration im proves
s c hool attendanc e and s im plifies
reporting.
Sc hools will be built ut ilis ing i nbuilt
networking an d high c apac ity d ata
s ys tem s
Better unders tanding o f works pac e
is s ues and learning enviro nm ents will
revolutio nis e c las s room layouts .

Electronic systems pervade school
administration
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W hat about the Pedagogy?
§
§
§
§
§

A greater unders tanding of Learn ing the ories will enc ourage m ore res earc h into
learning with ICT.
A def inite m ove from “ Ins truc tional” (Tolm an, 1932; Sk inner, 1 948) lear ning to
“revelatory“ learning will be ins tigated. (Bruner, 1973, Aus ubel, 1978 At:
www.pandora.ultralab.ang lia.ac .uk)
Further unders tanding of m ultiple intel ligenc es will s ee res ourc es developed to
s upport different l earning s tyl es in differen t ways . (Mitc hell 200 1, At:
http://www.newhoriz ons .org/trm _gardner.htm l 2002)
Teac hers will bec om e m ore reflec tive prac titioners s haring their e xperienc es through
c omm unic ation gateways like www.think.c om
Different approac hes to learn ing in m ixe d age, m ixed abil ity grou ps will be de velope d,
bas ed around Kolb’s theor y of e xperient ial learning . W ith pers onalis ed program m es
delivere d via Manage d Learn ing Envir onm ents .

Slide 18

Critique of m y predictions
§
§

§

Som e of m y predic tions are too
s im plis tic and bas ed on c urrent
knowledge – not futuro logy.
Predic tions and c ritique of
Governm ent pol ic y always as s um e
no c hange of power bas e – th is
needs to be c ons idered equa lly, what
im pac t m ight a c hange of
Governm ent hav e?
Ma ny pred ic tions as s um e a
c ons is tent level of fund ing – th e
reality is determ ined by Mac roec onom ics and is alm os t im poss ible
to predic t ac c urately – s hould I ha ve
tried?

SID: 0165366/1
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Predic tions about c hanges to
pedagogy and ep is tem ology s hould
indic ate s om e s ort of tim esc ale.
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Critical Review of the Website.
The Task:

Write a justification and critical review of your web page (design and content), based
on literature, research and theory. This part of the task will include negotiation with
your tutor the criteria for assessing your web page

Justification & Review:

This section will offer a critique of the work undertaken for Task 1 - the design of a
web page, and will focus on design and content.

The web page design.

Some of the elements of the page design are
a requirement of the assessment criteria. The
student ID and the date are required, the only
consideration is how to show them, I think I
chose a suitably formal and easily seen font,
although the use of white for these required

Click on Image to link to Poster page 1.

details, when the main body text is also white
could reduce its ability to be noticed.

I chose to use a site template within Microsoft
Frontpage, to simplify site management and
reduce the amount of graphic design I would
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need to do in generating backgrounds. I think
this was a fair and sound decision in light of
the limited time frame.
Nielson 51 (2000), argues that a website must have a toned down visual appearance
and that it should conform to styles set within other sites. However, I believe that as
the content of my site is quite text based and graphically dry, the use of an aesthetic
theme would lift the presentation and stand above the norm. I feel that, in many
ways, the site is too text based and borders on the boring in terms of content
presentation. At the same time I also feel that too much graphical content would be a
strong distraction from the written discussion, which is, after all, the main purpose of
the pages.
Nielson 52 [ibid] also says that using long scrolling pages is a detraction from good
design. I would normally agree, but in the context of the task, continuity in presenting
the discussion would be lost by splitting into too many pages. I did attempt to
minimise the scrolling requirement by splitting the poster into three pages, however,
the demand on content is high and the site specifically targeted, so I don't believe the
page length will detract from the experience.

I restricted myself to a mainly bullet - pointed layout in the Poster as the discussions
were based around a series of important Issues. Where discussion or graphics were
required, I have used tables to layout the detail. This is, I believe, a successful way of
working, as the table will reconfigure itself easily to new browser resolutions.
Provided cells are set as percentages any images will retain their screen position.

SID: 0165366/1
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Aesthetically, the theme chosen could be criticised for being too dark. This is a
deliberate choice as the design retains a different, yet formal feel, suitable for a site
of this nature. The white font, in a web standard type (arial) is easily read and the
size of 12 points is a comfortable size to read, according to one or two colleagues
that I asked. Size 10 was considered too small and 14 was too large.

Navigation of the site is simply achieved through clearly defined buttons which
appear in a consistent place on each page. These are supplemented with additional
links and buttons as needed.
Mitchell 53 (2001) of Ultralab says in the Pandora guide to creating Web pages with
regard to expert and frequent users:

"These (expert) users want to obtain information quickly and accurately; they want
stripped-down, fast-loading text menus, not slow-downloading graphics"
(Mitchell 54 2001)

It is possible that for the more expert user I have used unnecessary graphics within
the menu and navigation options. These theme based graphic buttons are clear, but
do require additional download time. I would argue that, even for an expert user, a
purely text based page can be dull and won't draw the reader in. The navigation is
defined across the site on a parent and child level, so buttons will be automatically
assigned to go up a level or to directly linked pages in the next layer. Hence, some
pages have multiple buttons while others only one.

Within the presentation I chose to use a Power Point web based presentation for its
professional feel and wide range of available features. The design was a plain blue
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background to prevent distraction from the content as the pages are quite detailed,
with limited illustrative graphics and animation features. Simple layouts were used for
ease and speed of reading and the presentation was deliberately limited in size.

Additional user features such as the definitions and references are easy to find from
the navigation and are clearly laid out. References are bookmarked back to the point
on the page that the original reference is quoted and the Harvard system of
referencing is used.

Content

In designing my web page it is important to note that it was designed for a specific
audience and purpose, the audience being my tutors and assessors who themselves
will be familiar with the issues discussed. For a non-tutor or a passer by (in web
terms) my pages would probably result in Information overload, a danger highlighted
by Pachler 55 (1999: 59).

Provision of a definitions option and the reference bookmarking are both ideas
developed in consultation with my tutor. I believe they are effective and provide well
laid out essential information to the reader. I would expect most of my target
audience to be familiar with all the terms used, but it is important to ensure a general
acceptance of definitions.

The first criticism of my poster and presentation is in their length. Having spent a
great deal of time trying to cut back on the content in terms of quantity, I was very
unhappy with the loss of detail and depth that would have been incurred. As a result,
I decided that in order to maintain the essential integrity of my arguments and the
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continuity of the presentation, I would rather incur penalties for extended length than
for lower quality work.

Throughout the production I have sought current research to inform my discussion
and have read through book, journal and internet based sources. Is it a weakness
that, despite this, I tend to quote from a small proportion of the sources? I don't
believe so, reading is about selecting appropriate materials and drawing the most
relevant points from them. Much of what I have read and quoted is from the last 5
years, however, I have quoted from sources over 10 years old and, in my own
opinion, this is questionably valid in both ICT terms and Learning theory terms. Many
changes can occur in that time. I believe that my selection of sources and quotes has
been appropriate to the points I wanted to illustrate and that my understanding of the
theories and issues discussed has suitably reflected "Mastery" in the subject.

The three issues selected for the poster truly reflect my view of what is important
when viewing ICT in education. I have given indication of how these issues affect
freedom and constraint within their contexts, but would have liked room to explore
that more fully. I believe my discussion of learning theory has reflected my reading
and has been expressed in an appropriately academic form. I recognise that this is
still an area I need to work on as writing for an academic audience is new to me and I
need to develop the skill further. Another area for development that has been
highlighted by my tutors is my use of referencing. Despite persevering, there are still
inconsistencies in my referencing. Much of that is due to a very compressed
timescale and less time to proof-read than I would like.

Criticism can also be levelled at the presentation. The pages are too detailed,
resulting in smaller font sizes. These are difficult to read. The actual content, I feel is
SID: 0165366/1
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good. The overview of what the experts and Government predict is detailed and
relevant and current, and my own interpretation is realistic.

Overall, comparing what I have achieved to the learning outcomes for the Freedom
and Constraint module the following points can be made. I believe I have
demonstrated a clear understanding of where learning and pedagogy is going related
to computer technologies. I have identified and discussed key factors and future
predictions. Within the limited space available I do believe that my presentation does
look at future technologies impact based on the critical frameworks defined. Finally, I
think that my research does suitably support my understanding of the points above.

I will conclude this critique with two additional observations. The first is a critique of
my critique. Despite looking for specific sources of guidance on writing this style of
document, I was unable to find anything particularly relevant to my needs. As a result
I have not included as many references and quotes in my critique as I would like. I
don't believe this is an issue as all of my comments are based on background
reading and my expertise in an area where I am an experienced practitioner.
Secondly, the task has challenged and pushed me to the absolute limits of my ability.
This is not in terms of intellect, but in terms of time. The module guide suggests an
investment of approximately 19 hours a week on the module and I have easily
invested this and more.
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